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Several authors have studied the class of commutative reduced noetherian rings of 
Krull dimension one R that fulfill the following property: 
(I&) Every idea1 of R is generated by two elements. 
The class of IG2-rings contains all Dedekind rings, and by [l] is contained in the 
bigger class of FD-rings. A ring R is called FD if it is reduced and every finitely 
generated torsion free R-module decomposes into ideals up to isomorphism. By [I], 
there aren’t many FD-rings which are not IGz, in particular FD and IG2 are the 
same for domains. Another two characterizations of IGz are: Every ring between R 
and S, its normalization, is Gorenstein [l]; Every R-module M between R and S is 
already a ring, plus a trifling technical condition [8]. 
In this work we propose to show a new and simple characterization of property 
IGz: the IG2-rings are just those which locally have multiplicity at most two, or 
equivalently those R, for which S is 2-generated as an R-module. This uses the 
known [l, 7.41 result that one may test IG2 locally. In Section 2 (where this criterion 
is proved) we construct an example of a ring which is locally FD but not globally. 
In Section 3, we completely describe the onedimensional reduced rings A, for 
which the group ring AC of a finite abelian group G is IGz (we need the hypothesis 
that m, the order of G, is a nonzerodivisor in A). To wit, the following three condi- 
tions should be met: Acrn) (.- r, *-A T:= R -lJ {P [PIE V(m)}) is normal; m’:= 
migcd(2, m) fulfils A/m’,4 reduced (maybe zero), 4fm; and finally, A[m-t] is IGz. 
In the proof, we make good use of our criterion in Section 2 and two recent results 
of S. Greco, concerning seminormal group rings and seminormal ocal Gorenstein 
rings, respectively. 
As a further application we prove for any order R in an algebraic number field: If 
disk(R) is free of fourth powers, then R is I_G2. Using cubic radical extensions of Q, 
we produce some nontrivial examples. 
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The goals of the last section are somewhat opposite. There we generalize the 
following theorem of C. Dade: If R is local, with at least four minimal primes, then 
R is not at all FD, namely, we have d(R) = 03. (This is to mean that there exist inde- 
composable finitely generated torsion-free R-modules of arbitrarily high rank.) In 
the sequel we even find a (preposterously high) constant e such that we can prove: 
All local rings with multiplicity more than e have d(R) = 00. 
Conventions: All rings are commutative with unity and noetherian. R is always 
onedimensional and reduced, and S is its normalization, i.e. the integral closure of 
R in its full ring of quotients K. Let c be the conductor from S in R. Most of the time 
we will be assuming that S is a finitely generated R- module. When talking about 
decomposability of torsion-free R-modules, we only want to consider finitely 
generated torsion-free R-modules. 
1. Preliminaries 
R is a onedimensional reduced ring, unless indicated otherwise. Let K denote its 
full ring of quotients. 
Definition. An R-module M is called torsion-free, if the canonical map M+ 
K OR M is injective. If M is finitely generated, it is easy to see that M is torsion-free 
iff A4 is torsionless, compare [l]. 
Let S be the integral closure of R in K, and c the conductor of S in R. We define: 
Definition. S is a quadratic extension of R (in short: R is a Q-ring) iff there is an 
XE S satisfying a quadratic relation x2 = rlx+r2, rl and r2 in R, such that S=R[x]. 
(Example: R =k[T2, T3], S =k[T]. One may take x= T.) 
If R is local with maximal ideal m, Nakayama’s lemma gives: 
1.1. Proposition. R is a Q-ring iff S is finitely generated over R and [S/mS : R/m] is 
at most two. 
The following can be said about Q-rings which are not domains: 
1.2. Proposition. Assume R is local and not a domain. Then R is a Q-ring if and 
only if R is a subdirect product of two discrete valuation domains RI and R2 (i.e. 
R CR, x R2, and both projections remain surjective when restricted to R). 
Proof. First assume R is a Q-ring. If R had more than two minimal prime ideals, 
S/mS would split up into at least three nontrivial factors (since S is isomorphic to 
the product of the normalizations of R/p, p ranging over Minspec(R)). This contra- 
dicts [S/mS : R/m] I 2 (Proposition 1.1). Consequently R has precisely two minimal 
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primes pi, pz, since R is not entire but reduced. If we can show that R/p; (i= 1,2) is 
already a DVR, then R is indeed a subdirect product of the two DVR’s R/p, because 
of pI n pz = 0. The equation [S/mS : R/m] = 2 forces S/mS z S, /ml x Sz /ml with 
Si/mi = R/m (here Si stands for the integral closure of R/pi, and mi := me Si .) There- 
fore the R-module S z S, x S, is mod m generated by the two elements (LO), (0,l) E 
S, x S,. By Nakayama, we get S z S, x Sz = R - (LO) + R - (0,l) = R/p, x R/pz. Since 
S is normal, both rings R/p; have to be normal, i.e. a DVR. 
Assume now that R is a subdirect product of two DVR’s R, and R2, and not a 
domain. One sees easily that in this case S = R, x Rz, and for x:= (1,0) we have: 
x2=x,R[x]=R[x,1-x]=R~(1,0)+R~(O,1)=R,xR2=S.ThusRisaQ-ring. q 
We conclude the section with a lemma concerning the local nature of property Q. 
1.3. Lemma. Assume S finitely generated over R. Then S is n-generated over R iff 
S, is n-generated over R, for all maximal ideals of R. In particular, R is a Q-ring iff 
all its local rings are Q-rings. 
Proof. One implication is obvious. Let S,,, be n-generated for all m, n 11, As O# i 
in S/mS, we get that S,,, /R, I (S/R),,, is (n - I)-generated. S/R is a R/c-module in a 
natural way, and R/c is artinian. But it is very elementary that a module over an 
artinian ring which is locally (n - I)-generated is already (n - I)-generated itself. 
Thus S is n-generated. As R is a Q-ring iff S/R is cyclic, we also have proved the 
second assertion of the lemma. 
2. IG2-rings and FD-rings 
In this section we prove the announced theorem about IG2-rings, and we demon- 
strate with the help of an example that the related property FD cannot be tested 
locally, in contrast to IG2. We always suppose R onedimensional, reduced, and S 
(its normalization) finite over R. For local rings R and any ideal I, we set 
u(l) := minimal number of generators for I. Moreover, o(R) := the maximum of all 
u(l), IcR. By [5, p. 511, o(R) is finite. Denote by m the maximal ideal of R. 
2.1. Theorem. Let R be local. Then u(R) =e(R) (the multiplicity of R, see [5]) = 
[S/mS: R/m] (minimal number of generators for the R-module S). 
Proof. e(R) = lim,,, [m"/m"+ ’ : R/m] I u(R). Since R is Cohen-Macaulay, we also 
have u(R)se(R) by [5, p. 491. It remains to show that e(R) = [S/mS: R/m]. As S is 
normal and onedimensional, every nonzero ideal of S is a product of maximal 
ideals, so we get: mS =flJ=, n?, Max(S) = {n,, . . . . tt,}. By the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, [S/mS : R/m] = Ci ei* [S/ni: R/m], and n> is the m-primary component of 
mS. Applying [7, Ch. VIII, Theorem 241 to A :=R, B :=S, q:=m, we get (for nota- 
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tion see [7]): The two polynomials in n, rkR (S) - P,(n), and I:=, [S/n; :R/m] - P+(n), 
have the same degree (one!), and the same leading coefficient. Equating the two, 
and using the facts rkR(S) = 1, R+(n) = n. e;, we get: e(R) (by definiton equal to the 
leading coefficient of the first polynomial) = C ei* [S/m: R/m] = [S/mS :R/m], 
which is what we wanted. (In order to apply the quoted theorem in [7] directly, we 
would need R integer, but the corresponding hypothesis in [7] is not quite necessary. 
In the notation of [7], it is sufficient that there exists UEA (which is our R) which is 
a nonzerodivisor on B (our S) and satisfies aB CEC B for some free A-module E; 
the proof has barely to be changed. These conditions are easy to meet in our case: 
take for a any nonzerodivisor in the conductor c, and E:= R.) q 
2.2. Corollary. For R not necessarily local, we have v(R) 5 max(2, minimal 
number of generators of S as an R-module), and if v(R) + 1 (i.e. R not a product of 
PID’s), we have equality. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 2.1, Lemma 1.3, and [l, Lemma 7.41. 0 
2.3. Theorem. Let us say R has binary branching if over every p E Spec(R) there are 
at most two primes of S. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) R is a Q-ring, i.e. S is a quadratic extension of R. 
(b) R has binary branching and is FD. 
(b’) All local rings of R have binary branching and are FD. 
(c) R is IGz, i.e. v(R) is at most two. 
(c’) All local rings of R are IG2. 
(d) Every local ring of R is either an IG2-domain or a subdirect product of two 
discrete valuation rings (see Proposition 1.2). 
(e) Every ring between R and S is Gorenstein. 
Proof. The greater part of this theorem is a consequence of [l, Theorem 7.71, as we 
will see. For the equivalence of (a) and (c), we do not need that theorem: the equiva- 
lence is an immediate corollary to 2.2 (note that v(R) = 1 implies R = S). 
Every condition of the list, except (e), manifestly implies that R has binary 
branching. The above mentioned theorem of Bass yields at once (b) I$ (c) e (d), 
(b’) b (c’) o (d), (d) o (e). So it remains to be checked that (a) e (d). By Lemma 1.3, 
we can assume that R is local, and in this situation, we only need to apply Proposi- 
tion 1.2. Cl 
From this theorem, we get for rings R with binary branching: R is FD if and only 
if all local rings of R are FD (cf. [l]). Now we propose to show that the hypothesis 
of binary branching is essential for the last statement. We use the detailed analysis 
of FD-rings in [l], and a glueing argument. According to Bass, a local ring R is 
called triad of discrete valuation rings, if there are three DVR’s RI, R2, Rs with the 
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common residue class field k, such that R is ring-isomorphic to 
((x,y,z)~R~xRzxR~ IR=J=zin k}. 
Example: 
2.4. Theorem. Let k be any field, and R be the following subring of k[T] x k[T] x 
k[T]: 
Then every local ring of R is FD, but R itself is not FD. 
(Geometrically, one may visualize R as the coordinate ring of the variety obtained 
from three affine lines by identifying the three origins, and identifying the three 
points labelled 1. Note that, at the points of identification, we have three linearly 
independent angent directions.) 
Proof. The integral closure of R is k[7J3, and the singular locus of R consists of the 
two points mo:= Rn(7’, T, T) and ml:=Rn(T- 1, T- 1, T- 1). Both R,, and R,, 
are triads of discrete valuation rings (compare the example given above). According 
to [ 1, Theorem 7.81, R is therefore locally FD. To disprove the FD-property for R, it 
is clearly sufficient to disprove it for the semilocal ring R’:= RCR_(m,,Um,Jj. Our plan 
is to glue together two f,i-modules (i=O, 1) in such a way that there is no global 
decomposition (even though the two components had decompositions). We need 
some technical details now. 
Let A CA, xA2xA3 be an arbitrary triad of DVR’s. Then Ai~A/pj, p, = 
Ker(pr; IA). Let xi be a generator of the maximal ideal of A;, and K;:=Quot(A;). 
Then K := K, x Kz x K3 is the full ring of quotients of A. We have Ra(A) = 
x,A +x+l +x,A. 
According to Bass, there are precisely 8 types of indecomposable torsion-free A- 
modules:A;andA/x;A (i=1,2,3),A, andJ:=A~(x,,xz,0)+A~(0,x2,x3)cA.The 
rank of any torsion-free A-module is a well-defined triple of numbers, and the ranks 
of the eight indecomposables are, in order: (l,O, 0), (0, LO), (O,O, 1); (0, 1, I), (l,O, l), 
(&LO); (1,L 1); (1, 191). 
For the following construction, we still want A to be unspecified. Later on, we 
shall substitute R,, or R,, for A. We define torsion-free modules MA and NA by 
MA:=A/x3A@A/x,A so rk(M,)=(l,2, l)), 
N/r :=A @A* (so rk(N,) = (1,2, l), too!). 
Lemma. (a) If M = Z@M’, Z isomorphic to a nonzero ideal, then rk(Z) is (1, 1,O) or 
(0, 191). 
(b) Zf N = Z @ N’, Z isomorphic to a nontero ideal, then rk(Z) is (1, 1,l) or (0, LO). 
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Proof. (a) We claim that M = A/x3 A @A/x, A is essentially the only decomposition 
of M into two nontrivial factors. This follows from the fact that the A/x;A have 
local endomorhism rings (since A is local), and the theorem of Krull-Remak- 
Schmidt. This yields the conclusion. 
(b) is proved in exactly the same way. 0 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.4. The following is well known: Given a 
module U, over R,O, and a module U, over R,,, and an isomorphtsm f: (Q,),,,, - 
(U,),,,o, one can glue together Ue and CJ, viaf, and the resulting module Ugives back 
the Vi when localized with respect to m;. Now let U, be the R,O-module which is 
defined in the same way as A4,, for the general triad A. If this is to make sense, we of 
course must sample out a representation of RmO as a subdirect product of three 
DVR’s, and we choose the canonical way, R,O~k[T],, x I?[T](~ x k(T],n. For R,, 
we proceed similarly and obtain a module U,, this time using the construction 
method of NA. Both modules have rank (1,2, I), and the order of the component 
integers is the correct one, when we look at the rank function over (R,J,,, =K = 
(k(T))3. Thus, (Ue),, and (Ul),,,O are isomorphic K-modules, since their ranks are 
equal. So we can form U by glueing, by choosing some isomorphism. U is again 
torsion free, and we claim: U does not have a direct summand 1, isomorphic to a 
nonzero ideal. (This even implies that U is indecomposable, as can be shown easily.) 
For if I were such a summand, (a) of the lemma would imply rk(l)=rk(l,,,JE 
((1, l,O),(O, 1, I)>, and(b)ofthelemma wouldimplyrk(l)=rk(l,,,)E ((1, l,l),(O, LO)}, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
3. Group rings and orders 
First we generalize a result of Bass concerning group rings of finite abelian 
groups: 
3.1. Theorem. Let A be a onedimensional reduced ring with finite normalization, 
G a finite abelian group of order m, m not a zerodivisor in A. Then the following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) AG is an IGz-ring. 
(b) (i) A(,,,) (:= AA -r, P := union of all primes of A containing m) is normal, 
(ii) m = m’ or 2m’ with m’ odd, and A/m’A is reduced (maybe 0), 
(iii) A[l/m] is an IGz-ring. 
Proof. (a) = (b): A[l/m]G inherits the IGz-property from AG. Since A[l/m] is a 
factor ring of A[l/m]G (via augmentation), A[l/m] must be IGz, too. 
For the proof of(i) and (ii) we may assume A local. Moreover, we may replace m 
by all the prime powers in its representation as a product of prime numbers (in (i), 
because normality may be tested locally, in (ii), by virtue of the Chinese Remainder 
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Theorem). As AH is an epimorphic image of AC for every p-Sylow-subgroup H of 
G, AH is likewise IG2. So we can assume to begin with that G is a p-group. 
Proof of(i): It can be assumed that p is not a unit in A. Let q be the maximal 
ideal of A. From representation theory, it is well known that (A/WC is local 
artinian, which means that AC is local with maximal ideal m = (?.J. AG)“2. If A is a 
domain, then I:= kernel of the augmentation AC +A is a minimal prime of AC, 
and it cannot be the only one, since AC is reduced (m is a nonzerodivisor!) and not 
integer. By Lemma 1.2, AGN=A must be a DVR, q.e.d. If A is not a domain, I 
would be the intersection of at least two minimal primes, and consequently the local 
IG2-ring AC would have at least three minimal primes, which contradicts Proposi- 
tion 1.2, so this case does not occur. 
Proof of (ii): We already know: A is a DVR, and AC has at most, that is, 
precisely two minimal prime ideals. Let K be an algebraic closure of Quot(A). 
For every character x of G in K the ideal p:=Ker(AGsK) is a mini- 
mal prime, and pz#pB whenever Ker(X)# Ker(,o). Since Ker(X) can be any sub- 
group of G, weconclude: G has only two subgroups, i.e. G = Z/pa. It remains to show 
that A/pA is reduced in case p # 2 (for p = 2 we are already done); this means that p 
isnotramifiedinA.WehaveAG~A[X]/((X-l).~,)with~,=XP-‘+...+l the 
pth cyclotomic polynomial. Since A[X] is factorial, the number of minimal primes 
of AC is just the number of different prime factors of @p plus one. By the above 
said, Gp is (up to a unit) a prime power, and because Gp is separable over 
Quot(A) 3 1 /p, we even get that Qp is irreducible in A[X] and in Quot(A)(X]. Thus 
the minimal primes of AC are (X- 1) and ($J, and therefore AG/(sjp) = A[&,] is a 
DVR (Lemma 1.2), and the pth root of unity &, has degree p- 1 over A. Put 
A:= 1 - 6. It is known from number theory that LP- ’ = E. p, E a unit of Z[<,]. 
Now let IJ be the m-adic valuation on A[&,] (by abuse of notation, m also stands 
for the maximal ideal of A[&,]). Let e be the ramification index of p in A. Then we 
have: 
1 
/J(J) = -* 
P-1 
u(P)= e -* W-0) 
P-l 
(recall ‘p = Ra(A)). Pick y E p with o(y) = o(p). For Nr (p - 1)/e, we get u(AN/y) 
positive. Suppose now e r 2. Then we may take N:= p - 2 and get 1Pe2/y E A[&,] 
with y a nonunit of A. But this is impossible, for 
Thus we have shown e= 1. 
(b) = (a): We may assume A is local (because of the local nature of the IGz- 
property). ?3 := Ra(A). We distinguish two cases: 
(1) l/m~A. Then A=A[l/m] is IG 2. Let A’ be the normalization of A. By 
Lemma 3.2 below, A’G is the normalization of AC, and A’G/AG a A’/A @A AC. 
Now we use Theorem 2.3, (a) o (c). By hypothesis, A is a Q-ring, i.e. A’/A cyclic. 
This implies A’G/AG cyclic, i.e. AC Q-ring, and by Theorem 2.3, AC IG2. 
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(2) m E$ By (i), A is normal, which means A is a DVR. If m is odd, (ii) implies 
according to [9, Theorem 3.11 that AC is seminormal (and Gorenstein since A is 
Gorenstein). By [9, Prop. 1.71 we have for every local ring (B, m) of AC that 
[B’/mB’: B/mB] 52, B’= normalization of B. By Theorem 2.3, AC is IG2. 
If m = 2 - m’, m’ odd, we have to proceed in two steps. We write G I U2h x H, 
ord(H) =m’. We define B:=A[H/2H], and (as the case of odd m is settled) only 
have to check (i)-(iii) for B in the place of A, and m’ in the place of m. 
(i) Normality of B(,,,,): B(,,,,) is a localization of A,,@/2Z], ACmz) is normal 
(becauseA(,,is), and 1/2~A(,,,,). By Lemma 3.2, A,,+U2H] and B(,,,,) are normal. 
(ii) B/m’B is reduced: A/m’A is a product of fields and contains I/2. Therefore 
B/m/B = (A/m’A)[U22] is also a product of fields. 
(iii) B[l/m’] is IG2: If 1/2~A, we get that A[H/2Z] is IG2, exactly as in (i) 
above. Then B[l/m’] is IG2, too. Hence we may assume 2~13, l/m’EA. Then A is 
normal, even a DVR. 
A[Z/2H]nA[X]/(X2-l)n((x,y)~AxA Ix=ymod2A), 
the last isomorphism being induced by the evaluation at 1 and -1. The last ring 
evidently is a subdirect product of the two copies of A, and therefore IG2 by Lemma 
1.2. Thus B=B[l/m’] is IG2. q 
The following lemma was used in the proof of Theorem 3.1: 
3.2. Lemma. If A is normal and ord(G) invertible in A, then AC is normal. If A is 
not necessarily normal, but l/ord(G)~ A, then taking the group ring with G 
commutes with normalization. 
Proof. By [9, 2.51, A-+AG is &ale. By [9,0.1] the first assertion follows. The 
second assertion is an easy consequence of the first. q 
We immediately get two corollaries: 
3.3. Corollary. Let G be a finite abelian group with m elements as above, and A a 
Dedekind ring in which m is not zero. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) AC is an IG2-ring 
(b) AC is an FD-ring 
(c) 4’(m, and no odd prime factor of m ramifies in A. 
Proof. (a) o (b) by [l, Theorem 7.71 (A and AC are Gorenstein). (a) o (c) by virtue 
of Theorem 3.1. 0 
3.4. Corollary (see [l]). ZG is IG2 tff the order of G issquarefree (G as above). C 
3.5. Remark. The result of Greco that we used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 states: 
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Under the hypotheses of 3.1, AC is seminormal iff A is seminormal, and A/mA 
reduced (maybe zero). In the special case A Gorenstein and m odd, our Theorem 3.1 
and Greco’s result can easily be deduced from each other, due to the following fact 
([9, 1.71 and Theorem 2.1): If A is a local Gorenstein ring, then A is seminormal if A 
is IG2 (one also needs the equivalence of Q and IG2, see Theorem 2.3). 
Now we turn to orders in algebraic number fields in order to give another applica- 
tion of the results of the second section. Since all orders in quadratic number fields 
are trivially IG2, they are also FD- and Q-rings. The simplest really interesting case 
is the case of orders in a cubic number field. We prove the following general 
criterion: 
3.6. Theorem. Let K be a number field (i.e. [K : Q] c m), and R C K an order such 
that disk(R) is fourth-power-free in Z. Then R is an IG2-ring. 
Proof. Recall the definition of the discriminant disk(R): Let xl, . . ..x. be a Z-basis 
of R, and tr= trKIo the trace. Then disk(R):=det(tr(x;xj) li,j= 1, . . ..n) is in E and 
independent of the choice of the basis (xi). If S is the maximal order of K, DK:= 
disk(S) is also called the discriminant of K. Now let yI, . ..yn be a base of S, and 
write(x,, . . . . x,)=(yt, . . . . y,,). A, where A is an n x n-matrix over Z. As is well known, 
disk(R) =det(A)2. disk(S). But we know that disk(R) is free of fourth powers, 
whence det(A) has to be square free. On the other hand, Idet(A)I =ord(S/R), and 
(since abelian groups of finite square free order are cyclic) it follows: S is 2- 
generated as an R-module, and by Theorem 2.3, R is IG2. cl 
3.7. Example. R =cubic radical extension Z[3v’z], 3 {a, a square-free, satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.6, for disk(R) = disk(X3 - a) = 27 a2 is fourth-power-free. 
According to [6], Z[-‘fi] is not the maximal order in Q(‘fi) for a= 1 mod 9, i.e. in 
this case R is not Dedekind. 
3.8. Example. It is easy to show directly that for R :=E[2 - ‘61 the fractionary 
ideal Z[3fi] is not 2-generated. Note that disk(R) = 26. 3. 52. 
3.9. Example. The criterion in Theorem 3.6 is of course not necessary: it is possible 
for DK itself to contain fourth powers (see discriminant tables). 
4. Indecomposable modules of rank 1 
Let R be onedimensional and reduced as before, with finite normalization. All 
modules in this section are supposed to be finitely generated. We define d(R):= 
max(rk,(M) 1 ,+I4 is torsion free and indecomposable, p E Minspec(R)). Obviously, 
R is FD iff d(R)c 1. If R has binary branching, FD and IG2 are by Theorem 2.3 
equivalent for R, so in this case we have d(R)5 1 iff u(R)12 (u(R) was defined in 
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Section 2). If R does not have binary branching, we only have = by [ 1, Theorem 7.71, 
but at least we can say d(R)5 1= o(R)13. (Proof: By [i, Lemma 7.41, assume R 
local, If R is not IG2, R must be a triad of DVR’s and such rings are IGs: this can be 
seen by computation or by invoking Theorem 2.1.) Maths proof [4, Theorem 5.61 
of Bass’ result can be adapted to yield for a local domain R: o(R)ld(R) + 1. The 
proof can be further generalized to the case R not a domain, and the result then 
reads o(R) IS* d(R) + 1, where s is the number of minimal primes of R. All these 
facts suggest he question: Can we find a (linear?) inequality involving o(R) and 
d(R) and going the other way? This can be answered in the negative, by virtue of: 
Theorem (Dade [3]). Assume R local with at least four minimal primes (there are 
such rings with v(R) = 4, e.g. tetrads of D VR ‘s). Then d(R) = 03. 0 
Remark. By scrutinizing Dade’s proof (especially Prop. 1.5), one sees that the 
result is still valid under the weaker assumption R local and there are at least four 
maximal ideals in S. 
We now prove that there is nothing to expect even in case R is a domain. In fact, 
we prove a bit more: 
4.1. Theorem. Let R be local with maximal ideal m, let S be the normalization of R 
as always, and c the conductor. Suppose k := R/m is infinite, and denote by S the 
finite-dimensional k-algebra S/t& In either of the following two cases, d(R) is 
infinite: 
(a) There is some d E Nil(S) with d 3 # 0. 
(b) For some d E S we have [k[d] : k] r 7. 
Proof. We shall treat the two cases simultaneously. The idea is the following: For 
any n EN, find an R-module sitting between R” and S”, whose endomorphism ring 
has no nontrivial idempotents. 
First we choose a I,..., a,,~ksuch that a;#aj#-ai for i#j. Let el ,..., e, be the 
standard basis of R” and S”. Now let M be the R-module between RR and S” which 
is uniquely determined by m - S”cM and the equation 
M/m-S”=(R/m)“+ i R-(d+atd’)*et+R*(d’, . . ..d’)CS”. 
i=l 
As S-M = S” and M, S” torsion free, every endomorphism of M is induced by some 
endomorphism bp of S”, which must satisfy v(ei) EM, i = 1, . . . . n. All the following 
congruences are meant mod m. We can write with bU, cii, fj E R: 
&ei)= C btjet+ C cu(d+atd2)et+A(d3, .. ..d3). (1) 
I I 
On the other hand, we have p((d+ajd’)ej)EM. From this we get (since 
On the two generator problem 275 
bjj(d+ajd2)ejEM) for Uj:=(d+Ujd’)‘(~(ej)-bj,ej): 
Uj' C W;je;+ 1 ti,(d+CZid2)ei+_Y,(d3, . . .. 3).
I ! 
for some wij, tij, ,vj E R. NOW we express Uj with the help of (1) and write out thejth 
coordinate (in S”) of the resulting equation: 
(d+a,d2).(Cij.(d+aid2)+fjd3)~wjj+tjj(d+ajd2)+Yjd3. (3) 
If we multiply this out, the highest occurring power of d is d5. In case (a), the 
elements 1, d, . . . , dS- ’ are k-linearly independent, and d’, d’+ ’ a-. = 0 (SL 4). In case 
(b), even 1, . . . . d6 are k-linearly independent. Thus we may compare the coefficients 
of 1, d, d2, d3 mod m in any event. Doing this, we get: Wjj ~0; Z/i =O (only coefficient 
of d’); Cjj =O (right hand side has been shown to have no d2 term); and finally Yj ~0. 
Now we do the same for the ith coordinate, i# j, and use the fact that y, ~0. In 
the place of (3), we get 
(d+ajd2)*(bij+C;j(d+Uid2)+f;d3)sWij+Z;j(d+U;d2). (4) 
Again by comparing coefficients, we get: Wij ~0 (coefficient of do); Cij(a, + ai) =O 
(coefficient of d3). NOW the equation simplifies to (d + Ujd2) * bij = Zij (d + aid’) (for 
Qj + ai # 0 implies clj s 0). Since ~i # aj, the last equation forces bij = Zij E 0. 
The upshot of all this is that equation (1) simplifies to 
9(ej) c C bijei+J * (d3, . . . . d3), (5) 
where B:= (bij) is a diagonal matrix. Now we show, treating (a) and (b) separately, 
that cp is idempotent only if 9 is 0 or id. So assume p idempotent. 
Case (a): As shown, cp is represented by the diagonal matrix B mod m+ d3S. 
Thus, B has (up to change of coordinates) to be a matrix of the form 
with r times 1 on the diagonal, Olrln. We claim that r must be 0 or n. If O<rln. 
weget 9(d3, . . . . d3)=(d3, . . . . d3,0, . . . , 0) mod m + S- d6, and by construction there is 
no such element in M (remember d was nilpotent of degree 24). So this is im- 
possible, and we can (by passing to 1 -v, if necessary) assume that B = 0, and hence 
~0 = 0 mod m + d3 S. But this forces Q = 0, since m + d3 S is contained in the radical of S. 
Case (b): @ is represented by B+ d3. F, where B is diagonal, and F= 
(1, *-*, 1)‘. (A, . . . . f,). The equation cp2 = p and the linear independence of 1, d3, d6 
imply that B is idempotent, and BF+FB=F. So B has the same form as displayed 
for case (a), and an easy computation shows that the only possibility is: allA= 0, and 
B =0 or 1. By the same radical argument as in (a), one concludes that rp is 0 or 
identity. 
So we have constructed indecomposable torsion-free modules of arbitrarily high 
rank, and are done. 0 
Remark. If R is not local, and m any maximal ideal of R, then d(R,)sd(R) (proof 
left to reader). Thus Theorem 4.1 can be applied to nonlocal rings as well. 
4.2. Corollary. Assume R is local with infinite perfect residue class field. If the 
multiplicity e(R) ( = [S/mS : R/m]) is greater than 54, then d(R) is infinite. 
Proof. It suffices to show the following: If the hypothesis of Dade’s theorem and 
the two alternative hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 all three fail to be satisfied, then the 
dimension of the algebra S:= S/mS over k := R/m cannot exceed 54. The failure of 
the three hypotheses means: S consists of at most three local uniserial factors, the 
nilpotency degree of which is at most three. The degree of the residue class fields 
cannot exceed 6 (to deduce this from the negation of(b), one needs that k is perfect). 
All these informations together readily imply [S: k] I 54. 0 
4.3. Commentary. It is almost superfluous to remark that 54 is not the precise 
bound beyond which d(R) = co is compulsory, but I do not know a precise one. With 
more subtle arguments (and some additional hypotheses) the bound can be lowered 
to 18, but I would rather guess a final value around four or five. 
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